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Hothamton Linear Park, Bognor Regis

1.0 Analysis
1.1 Site Context
The site is located opposite the pier, closely linked to the seafront, via the
Waterloo Square Bowling Greens. The area is approximately 8300m²
(excluding development site) and is strategically located to connect the town
to the seafront.
This Landscape Sketchbook summarises the landscape strategy and concept
and establishes a set of design principles on which to further develop a
landscape scheme.
The report includes:
•

An analysis of the existing site, its history, environment and appearance

•

A strategy exploring how proposals can improve the environment,
establish design aspirations and respond appropriately to the brief

•

A set of design principles/aims to guide further design

•

Precedent images of developments that have successfully realised the
aims of this scheme

University of
Chichester

Hotham Park
Bognor Regis
Train Station

What is proposed?
Butlins
Arun District Council (ADC) has been progressing its ambition to create
a major new park for Bognor Regis at Hothamton, engaging a team of
experienced consultants and designers and carrying out a well-attended
public consultation exercise in October 2017.

The Site

Hothamton Park will be a new landscaped park in the centre of the town,
incorporating around 200 flexible car parking spaces and replacing the
existing park and surface car parking. Conceived as an extended continental
market square with soft landscaping and a tree-lined boulevard, a location will
be created that will be appealing to visitors and residents alike throughout
the year.
Waterloo
Square

It will include a range of new facilities and host a rolling events programme
that together will help bring seasonal change, variety and animation to this
part of Bognor Regis.
Linking the proposed new residential development on its eastern flank
with the town centre to the west, and improving the linkage between the
centre and the seafront, it will significantly improve both security and the
environment.

ade
splan
The E

Rock Gardens

“Hothamton Park will be a place where people will be
drawn to relax, exercise, reflect, play, shop, browse, eat
or be entertained; offering something to suit all ages
and every mood.”
1
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1.0 Analysis
1.2 Historical Context
In the 19th century the site and surrounding landscape still
consists of large areas of agricultural land with pockets of
residential developments along the sea front which became
more fragmented inland. The lower area of the site was known
as ‘Waterloo Square’ and the Merchant Taylor’s Convalescent
Home was located on the site.

1880’s
A historic photo depicting the Pavilion Gardens in their former
glory - connecting to the seafront via the bowling greens. The
park terminates at the grand Pavilion building, which would
have drawn visitors and residents to the site.

The Pavilion Gardens
2

From 1870 to 1910 there is little change to the site itself, although,
it has become surrounded by residential development as the
town thrives during the heyday of the early 1900’s seaside
holiday boom.

In the early 1920’s a historic WW1 aircraft hangar was erected
at the Northern end of the site and could seat 3,500 with a
ballroom for 1,500. The addition of the Princess Elizabeth
Boating Pool provided a popular play area until the late 1970’s.
In the 1950’s the Pavilion was demolished after it was partially
destroyed in a fire.

Development of the land from open green space to housing

The Pavilion building was built in part from a seaplane aircraft
hangar purchased by the council after the First World War and
created a booked end at the termination of the park. Adjacent
the Pavilion Building was a restaurant and dining area, popular
with visitors and local residents.

A dated landscape

1970’s

The original lily pond and fountain were formed in the mid
1930’s after the demolition of the adjacent terraced houses. This
was a popular area, however, by the 1960’s the fountain was dry
due to a lack of maintenance and damage.

From the 1930’s to 1960’s the convalescent homes and the
dwellings to the West of the site were demolished to make way
for the sunken park we see today. In the 1980’s the boating lake
was filled in due to a lack of use and rubbish dumping.

90 Years of Development
The sunken gardens we see today were built in the mid 20th
century and reference the Victorian formal parkland character of
the nearby Hotham Park; they remain virtually unchanged since
then.

Hothamton Park
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1.0 Analysis
1.3 Site Environment
Looking East, towards Fitzleet House, the high-rise residential tower block dominates
the view from this point also. There is limited vegetation here to screen the view.

The focal point of the sunken gardens is a poor quality, undersized tree, surrounded by
formal planting and seating - this area often suffers from anti-social behaviour, which
discourages visitors from visiting and using the park.

1

3
4
2
5

11

A well-used play area with relatively new equipment, however, the surrounding
landscape and hard materials are poorly maintained with a patch-work of materials and
areas void of vegetation.

3

Looking North-East the Fitzleet House high-rise residential tower block dominates the
view and the trees along the Eastern boundary of the site are key in screening this - seek
to retain where possible.

4

2

Contrasting with the formal character of the sunken gardens, there is an area of
biodiverse wildflower planting along the Eastern boundary of the site, adjacent the
sunken gardens.

5
3
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1.0 Analysis
1.4 Existing Tree Framework
We have assessed the trees regarding visual amenity; the
contribution they give to the landscape in terms of framing
views, screening from overlooking buildings and their visual
quality.
Please note this is not an aboricultural assessment - a full tree
survey and arboricultural assessment to BS 5837: 2012 will be
required prior to carrying out Detailed Design or any works to the
site.
To the North of the site there is are no notable trees or
vegetation that, in our opinion, could contribute to the character
of any landscape proposals - we recommend these be removed
in order to facilitate the scheme.
To the centre of the site, to the extents of the playground is a
buffer of semi-mature trees and poor quality vegetation. The
mix is predominantly London Planes and Cherry trees of lowimportant from a design approach. Currently the trees separate
the two halves of the site and the low quality trees to the centre
should be removed in line with the concept of a linear park.
Within the development site adjacent the park there are several
large trees that are of interesting character and substantial size.
These should not have an impact on the development of the
park but should be noted for future development.
It is proposed to retain good quality, semi-mature trees
where possible, but it may be necessary to remove several to
accommodate the proposed vehicular access and parking. Trees
which are of good visual quality and could contribute to the
overall character of the landscape proposals are highlighted on

SPECIES: London Plane
SIZE: 12-15m height, 150cm girth
VISUAL AMENITY: High

SPECIES: Sycamore
SIZE: 15m height, 150cm girth
VISUAL AMENITY: High
SPECIES: London Plane
SIZE: 10m height, 133cm girth
VISUAL AMENITY: High

SPECIES: Sycamore
SIZE: 15m height,
4 stems @ 120cm girth

VISUAL AMENITY: High

4

SPECIES: Horse Chesnut
SIZE: 18-20m height, 350cm girth
VISUAL AMENITY: Very High
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1.0 Analysis
1.5 Opportunities and Constraints
CONSTRAINTS:
- Parking requirements and configuration: large number of reprovided spaces required with access routes.
- Existing trees on site
- Anti-social behaviour and how to address this through the
landscape.
- Surrounded by roads on all sides - how to improve connections
with the surrounding routes and open spaces.

OPPORTUNITIES:
- Increase biodiversity and ecological value through a variety of
habitat types.
- Green corridor through the site to connect different habitats
- Create a unified landscape through the use of a coherent
material palette.
- ‘The Linear Park!’ Creating a strong visual link between the
Northern and Southern ends of the site.
- Improve play area and integrating play into the landscape.
- Provide new uses and increase visitor numbers
- Improve character and sense of place.

An inconsistent, poorly
maintained palette of materials
contributes to a lack of sense
and quality of space

Lack of maintenance and overuse of these areas has resulted
in a loss of planting

Biodiverse, naturalistic
wildflower planting contrasts
with the formality of the garden

The sunken gardens are dated
and lack a distinctive character
or purpose and suffer from antisocial issues: “drunken gardens”

5
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2.0 Sketch Design
2.1 Concept - A Linear Park
POSSIBLE USES
There are some features which will be a draw for specific
demographics, such as water play features and outdoor
gyms. However, we feel the most important possible
uses of the landscape are less prescribed; walking,
family picnics, sunbathing, reading a book. We need to
design a landscape in which all these activities can take
place, whilst still providing the facilities which will draw
visitors to the park in the first place.

ACCESS
POINT

•
•

Destination
Focal Point

04
Green
Oasis

05

PREFERENCE - LOW
•
•

Wildlife garden with ‘bug hotels’, bird boxes and sensory,
biodiverse planting.
Community kitchen garden with productive planting.

We are looking to avoid the use of formal planting and
layout of the existing sunken gardens. There are issues
with anti-social behaviour, which is not helped by the
vegetation barrier to the park boundaries, and sunken
area which block sight lines.

Seafront/Water
Connection +
SUD’s attenuation

ACCESS
POINT
ACCESS
POINT

nnections/
improved co
ints
crossing po

6

INFORMAL

•

the site

•
•

Flexible
Market
Square

the site

•

Formal children’s play area: i.e with fixed equipment. We
think it is more important to create a playable landscape
as a whole and provide something unique to the site/area.
Formal square/open area adjacent the restaurant/cafe
area - could be used for community garden parties.
Informal picnic/dining area.
Gym/outdoor activity area; how could the landscape be
used for fitness without the standard fixed equipment.
Could there be areas used for group exercise: yoga classes,
running, bootcamps?
Playing with landform to create a dynamic landscape
that could also be used as amphitheatre style seating, a
modern interpretation of the sunken garden.

03

OM FORMAL TO
A JOURNEY FR

•

Play/
Water Play

ugh
green link thro

PREFERENCE - MEDIUM

02

ugh
green link thro

•
•

Market square and flexible space
Boules Court as part of a flexible, multi-use space
Children’s water play feature, ideally located towards the
Southern end of the site to draw people through from
town and link to the seafront.
Naturalistic/playable spaces, integrated within the
landscape (not necessarily confined to one area)
Performance/open market area – either located towards
North of the site or linking the ‘green oasis’ and water
play towards the seafront: can we visually link with the
seafront to bring people in from the beach?
Informal seating and relaxation areas.
Semi-mature tree planting to mitigate the loss of trees
removed and to enhance the character of the parking
boulevards.

ACCESS
POINT

01

PREFERENCE - HIGH
•
•
•

TRAIN STATION

improved connections/
crossing points

SEAFRONT
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2.0 Sketch Design
2.1 Concept - A Linear Park

01

Destination Focal Point

04

Green Oasis

02

Imaginative Play

03

05

Seafront/Water Connection + SUD’s attenuation

06

Flexible Square

Boulevards/safe streets

7
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2.0 Sketch Design
2.2 Potential Uses

8

GREENWAYS THROUGH THE LINEAR PARK

POTENTIAL FOR A PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE

A CONNECTIVE PIECE OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

A FLEXIBLE COMMUNITY RESOURCE

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL EVENT SPACE

GREEN OASIS AND DEFENSIBLE SPACE

COMMUNITY ORCHARDS

INCIDENTAL NATURE PLAY THOUGHOUT PARK

PLAY INTEGRATED IN THE PARK

Hothamton Linear Park, Bognor Regis

2.0 Sketch Design
2.3 Illustrative Landscape Masterplan Option 01
Approximately 180 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located next to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers subject to design development and highways input.
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8

9

6

3

10

4

1
2

12

5

Option 01

N

1. Planted attenuation basin with decked walkway
2. Colourful landform mounds for imaginative play
3. Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on site
4. Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for a variety of uses
5. Demarcated crossing points
6. Water play plaza that can be used as an overflow market space for events
7. Linear rain garden as buffer to parking bays
8. Aerodrome themed play space drawing on the history of the site
9. Pavilion with cafe spillout space
10. Covered performance area/acoustic shelter
11. Amphitheatre style tiered grass lawn
12. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow for future expansion
attenuation basin with biodiverse planting

a playable landscpae with colourful landforms

flexible market square/boules court

linear park with series of linked character areas

9
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2.0 Sketch Design
2.4 Illustrative Landscape Masterplan Option 02:
Approximately 200 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located next to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers subject to design development and highways input.
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9
11
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Option 01

N

1. Planted attenuation basin with decked viewing platform
2. Raised grass and planting areas
3. Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on site and mounds
4. Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for a variety of uses
5. Natural play area with water mist/fountain feature and giant boulders
6. Pavillion cafe spill out space surrounded by vibrant planting
7. Pavillion/cafe
8. Acoustic shelter /shade structure
9. Water rill collecting surface water terminating at attenuation basin
10. Raised table pedestrain crossing points
11. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow for future expansion

10

green oasis with natural forms

Large timber seating/play elements

flexible market square with opportunities
for community events

shallow water pool with boulders with connecting water rill
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2.0 Sketch Design
2.5 Illustrative Landscape Masterplan Option 03
Approximately 155 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located next to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers subject to design development and highways input.
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Option 01

N

1. Planted attenuation basin with decked platform
2.Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on site and mounds
3. Water mist/fountain with giant stepping stones
4. Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for a variety of uses
5. Large sculptural play element referencing the sites past uses
6.Raised lawns with seating edge
7. Pavillion/cafe with outdoor seating area
8. Boulevard pathways with seating , tree planting + electric car charging points
9. 45° parking spaces with one way traffic and pedestrain crossing points
10. Covered performance area/acoustic shelter
11. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow for future expansion
flexible deck space over attenuation basin

wide pathways with seating , tree planting
+ electric charging points

tree lined flexible market space

performance space with raised decks, lawns and seating areas
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2.0 Sketch Design
2.6 Illustrative Landscape Masterplan Option 01 - Indicative Lighting Strategy

N

12

tree and planting uplighting

directional lighting to pathways

feature lighitng to structures

feature lighting to seating areas

Hothamton Linear Park, Bognor Regis

3.0 The Consultation Process
3.1 Public Consultation
A New Park
Current Context

A New Park
Aims & Obj ectives
K ey:
1 . proposed park
2 . proposed development
3 . E x isting H ealth Centre

H istorical Context
9 0 Y ears of Development
In the 19 th century the site and surrounding
landscape still consists of large areas of
agricultural land with pockets of residential
developments along the sea front which became
more fragmented inland. The lower area of the
site was known as ‘ Waterloo Square’ and the
Merchant Taylor’ s Convalescent H ome was
located on the site.

F rom 18 7 0 to 19 10 there is little change to the
site itself, although, it has become surrounded
by residential development as the town thrives
during the heyday of the early 19 0 0 ’ s seaside
holiday boom.

In the early 19 20 ’ s a historic WW1 aircraft hangar
was erected at the Northern end of the site
and could seat 3,50 0 with a ballroom for 1,50 0 .
The addition of the Princess E liz abeth B oating
Pool provided a popular play area until the late
19 7 0 ’ s. In the 19 50 ’ s the Pavilion was demolished
after it was partially destroyed in a fire

F rom the 19 30 ’ s to 19 6 0 ’ s the convalescent homes
and the dwellings to the West of the site were
demolished to make way for the sunken park we
see today n the 1 80 s the boating lake was filled
in due to a lack of use and rubbish dumping.

he council has identified the potential to improve the existing
sunken gardens and childrens’ play area and extend a new and
improved space north to create a new public park for the town.

A New Park
Proposals

A New Park
Dusk & E venings

A New Park
What About Other Options?

0 1

0 1

0 2

Illustrative Landscape Masterplan
Approximately 200 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located next
to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers subject to
design development and highways input.

Proposed Uses & Z ones
North

1 . Planted attenuation basin with decked walkway
2 . Colourful landform mounds for imaginative play
3 . Natural play area incorporating timber from trees
felled on site

2

2
1

1

3

2

2

3

1

4 . Central market square with seating to the edges flexible for a variety of uses

1

3

12

3

5 . Demarcated crossing points

12

9

6 . Water play plaza that can be used as an overflow
market space for events
7 . L inear rain garden as buffer to parking bays
8 . Aerodrome themed play space drawing on the
history of the site
9 .

8

19 7 0 ’ s

The Pavilion building was built in part from a
seaplane aircraft hangar purchased by the council
after the F irst World War and created a booked
end at the termination of the park. Adj acent the
Pavilion B uilding was a restaurant and dining
area, popular with visitors and local residents.

Lighting K ey

N

0 3

Illustrative Landscape Masterplan
Approx imately 1 5 5 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located
nex t to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers
subj ect to design development and highways input.

Option 0 2
1.

Planted attenuation basin with decked viewing

2.

Raised grass and planting areas

N

platform
3.

Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for
Natural play area with water mist/fountain feature and giant
Pavillion cafe spill out space surrounded by vibrant planting
Pavillion/cafe

9 .
10

Acoustic shelter /shade structure

Large sculptural play element referencing the sites past
uses

6
11

Raised lawns with seating edge

7 .

Pavillion/cafe with outdoor seating area

8 .

B oulevard pathways with seating,

tree planting + electric

car charging points

10

Water rill collecting surface water terminating at attenuation

9 .

basin

45° parking spaces with one way traffic and pedestrain

Pedestrian Paving 1

Pedestrian Paving 2

Pedestrian Paving 3

Pedestrian Paving 4

10 . Raised table pedestrain crossing points

10 . Covered performance area/acoustic shelter

8
9

future expansion

5

11. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow
for future expansion

Market Layout 1: Small
18 market stalls in a square configuration within the
main market square

performance space with raised decks, lawns
and seating areas

shallow water pool with boulders
with connecting water rill

4

1 2 . Electric car charging points - design to be flexible

Market Square

Cafe Square/Water Play

Play Areas

Timber Deck

Resin Bound Gravel

Self-binding gravel

Square

Rubber Crumb

Composite timber deck

Material
Palette
Soft Landscape Surfaces

9

10

The sunken gardens we see today were built in
the mid 20 th century and reference the Victorian
formal parkland character of the nearby H otham
Park; they remain virtually unchanged since then.

Vehicular Surfacing 2

Parking Bays

Coloured Asphalt to Roadway

Vehicular Surfacing 3

Vehicular Surfacing 4

Rumble Strips /Road

Crossovers/Demarcation Bays

Tactiles:
Metal tactile studs to formal
crossing points

Naturalistic
Planting
Planting to play areas and
natural/woodland play to
include a mix of robust
grasses to add structure
- that require minimal

a mix of grasses and
perennials that can tolerate
dry and wet conditions, whilst
adding seasonal colour.

Ornamental
Planting

4

flexible market square with opportunities
for community events

Destination F ocal Point
The original lily pond and fountain were formed
in the mid 19 30 ’ s after the demolition of the
adj acent terraced houses. This was a popular
area, however, by the 19 6 0 ’ s the fountain was
dry due to a lack of maintenance and damage.

Vehicular Paving 1

Thresholds

Rain Garden
& Swale
Planting
Areas

to allow for future expansion

11

Pedestrian Paving 5

Pavements

crossing points

11. Electric car charging points - design to be flexible to allow for
5

Water mist/fountain wi th giant stepping stones
Central market square with seating to the edges - flexible for

5.

11

6 .

6 .
7 .
8 .

9

3.
4.

a variety of uses

a variety of uses
boulders

8

Planted attenuation basin with decked platform
Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on
site and mounds

7

4.
5.

11

1.
2.

Natural play area incorporating timber from trees felled on
site and mounds

7

6

11

Material Palette
Hard Landscape Surfaces

Option 0 3

1 0 . Covered performance area/acoustic shelter

7

A H istorical Landscape
A historic photo depicting the Pavilion Gardens
in their former glory - connecting to the seafront
via the bowling greens. The park terminates at
the grand Pavilion building, which would have
drawn visitors and residents to the site.

Pavilion with cafe spillout spac

Illustrative Landscape Masterplan
Approx imately 2 0 0 parking spaces with disabled parking bays located
nex t to pedestrian crossovers and distributed across the site. Numbers
subj ect to design development and highways input.

1 1 . Amphitheatre style tiered grass lawn

Development of the land from open green space to housing

18 8 0 ’ s

H ow will
it work on
markets
days?

E ncouraging use in the
evening & night-time

A New Park
Material & Uses

8

Drawing on the character of
the nearby green spaces and
the location of the site the
planting mix will be based on
hardy, coastal species with
vibrant colours and seed
heads that will create visual
interest throughout the year.

tree lined flexible market space

8
3

3

Character Areas

6
wide pathways with seating , tree planting
+ electric charging points

5

large timber seating/play elements

2

F lex ible Square

1

1

Market Layout 2: Medium

The Market Square

Imaginative Play + Wayfinding

Acoustic Shelter / Performance Space

Playable Landscape

2

9

flexible deck space over attenuation basin

green oasis with natural forms

Around 30 market stalls in an avenue configuration
within the main market square

4

H othamton Park

The Pavilion Gardens

Central Green O asis
3

E xisting Images

8

So
What’ s
Proposed

H othamton will be a
place to pause and
relax, take time out,
meet friends and
absorb the atmosphere

Markets taking place
year-round, including
farmers market, slow
food market, craft fairs,
Christmas markets and
night time markets,
according to season

A place for recreation
with free to access
features for different
age groups such as
boules, ‘ senior gym’
and j unior/children’ s
gym facilities

A safe place for
children to play,
designed for the very
young, supervised
by adults while they
relax over a cup of
coffee in the café

A place for music and
cultural events, from
open air concerts to
performance art, street
theatre and licensed
street entertainers

History

place to find
innovative artisans
and retailers, offering
opportunities in
kiosks or stalls for
start-up vendors

A place to eat and drink,
including a rotundastyle café , street
food stalls & carts

A place for art, whether
permanent public art
or temporary pop up
galleries or sculpture

A dynamic place with a
managed programme
of events & activities
that grow & change
over time. A place
that people will want
to visit & revisit

H ow will it work on markets days?
2
I llustrative L andscape Masterplan O ption 0 2 - Market stall configuration options

0 4 I maginative Play

Based on a market stall dimension of 1 . 8 m x 2 . 4 m

I llustrative L andscape Masterplan O ption 0 3 - Market stall configuration options
Based on a market stall dimension of 1 . 8 m x 2 . 4 m

Market Layout 3: Large
4 0 + market stalls incorporating some parking spaces

1

Boulevards/safe streets

Concept Design

A Safe Park

Market Layout 1: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square + car park

Market Layout 1: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square

Market Layout 2: Market square + car park

18 market stalls in a square configuration within the main
market square

26 market stalls in an avenue configuration within the main
market square

45 market stalls within the market square and car park

18 market stalls in a square configuration within the main
market square

40 market stalls in an avenue configuration within the main
market square

54 market stalls within the market square and car park

Exploring Options

The aim of the Public Exhibition was to allow local residents and interested parties to
view the initial design proposals prepared for the new Linear Park at Hothamton and
to ask questions of the Project Team, which included Urban Delivery, Kay Elliott, BD
Landscape Architects, and the Petersham Group.
More importantly, the client, Arun Council, attended and wanted to receive feedback
from residents and community representatives so they could, wherever possible,
incorporate this feedback into the developing proposals.
To encourage attendance at the exhibition, it was held at the Alexandra Theatre, Regis
Centre.
This report covers all the comments gathered from responses received on the proposed
development. It provides an overview of the aspects those local residents and other
interested parties welcomed or raised as issues and/or concerns.
On 13 October, we received nearly 40% of written feedback forms at the event, with
postal, e-mail and online forms being returned separately.

Your chan
ce to have

A New Pa

rk or Bog

your say…

nor Regis

Thank you
for taking
the time to
know wha
read through
t you think
about them.
our propos
als. Now you
It is importa
nt that as
have seen
many peo
what ideas
ple put dow
are being
the form in
n their com
the ballot box
ments as pos proposed, let us
or send it
sible.
to the add
ress below.

You can put

You can sub
mit your view
s…
 By pos
t/
The Econom By hand within 7 day
y Group,
s to
Civic Cen
tre, Maltra Arun District Counci
vers Road,
BN17 5LF
l, Arun
.
Littleham
pton.
 By em
ail
regenerati
on@arun.g
ov.uk
 View the
presentati
arun.gov.
uk/new-ho on on-line at
thamton-p
lans
 Via soc
ial
Twitter: @a media
rundistric
t
Facebook:
facebook.
com/arundi
strictcoun
cil

- Hothamto

n

Your details
Title ____

Initial ____

Surname ___
Postcode
Are you a:

_________
_________
_________
_________
___

□ Resident
□ Councillor
□ Student

□ Organisatio
n represent
ative
□ Trader
□ Other (please
state)
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3.0 The Consultation Process
3.2 Feedback: Who Attended?
Question: Attendance

Question: Gender

Question: Distance travelled
to exhibition

Question: Website Visits

Who attended?

What gender?

How far did attendees travel?

How many visits has the website received?

Those who attended

88

9

Website visits

Distance travelled to site

Gender

9

21%
21%
27%
17, 27%

5

5

2%
2%
29

resident
trader

2

2

29

councillor

M
F
not given

0.0-0.5 miles
0.6-1.0 miles

173
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3.0 The Consultation Process
3.3 Feedback: The Questions
Question: 1. General Comments

Question: 2. High Quality Public Space

General comments?

The proposal is for a high quality, public park with a leisure and cultural focus. Is this
something you would use and what are your views about this as a proposal?

Question: 3. Layout, Use and Design
What are your thoughts on the uses and concepts for the new park?
What are your thoughts on the uses and concepts for the new park?
gardens

General Comments?

The proposal is for a high quality, public park with a leisure and cultural focus. Is this something you would use
and what are your views about this as a proposal?
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Question: 4. Open Space and Connections
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Question: 5. Open Space and Connections

What do you think of the plans to improve whicle access and allow parking spaces to be used for different markets
What do you think of the plans to improve vehicle access and allow parking spaces to be used
or events throughout the year?
for different markets or events throughout the year?

What do you think of the proposals for the open spaces and improvements to the footpaths
and access?
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4.0 Design Development
4.1 Addressing Anti-Social Behaviour
Currently the Sunken Gardens are suffering from anti-social behaviour and littering, which cannot be improved through maintenance and
management alone. As the ‘sunken’ gardens provide a hidden area, cut off from view from surrounding pathways, it has created a secluded area
which facilitates poor behaviour. This issue was raised several times at the consultation event from residents living in the immediate vicinity and
wider community. The below highlights the ways in which the landscape proposals aim to mitigate and design out these behaviours.

“improvement of public realm can dramatically reduce anti-social behaviour
on streets and other public spaces”
(Public Realm Strategy Part 3, Oadby and Wigston Borough Council)

Design Narrative
Material Palette
Paving materials, street furniture, lighting and other installations will be selected for robustness, durability and longevity. The aim is for a
cohesive campus family of fixtures and fittings that is developed with the client and town management team to reduce vandalism and deter
rough sleepers. Preference is given to stone paving and robust seating for the timeless design quality, vandal resistance and low maintenance
requirement. Dark paving to roadways will reduce the appearance of wear and stains.
The materials palette can help to create a real sense of quality and distinctiveness for the site. This helps to strengthen the character of the site
and encourages the public to feel a sense of ownership over the space.

“Use of the correct materials, and appropriate public realm design within the Borough can help reduce crime, the fear
of crime and create a greater sense of place.” (pg 13. Public Realm Strategy Part 3)
The materials for Hothamton Park are mainly high quality natural stone to cafe terrace and water play, with robust, hard wearing resin bound
gravel to pathways. The simplicity of the material palette within the park will create a sense of continuity between the different character areas.

"Having clear and cohesive principles for the choice of materials, design, quality and location of street furniture, signage and
planting, and their coordination with higher level strategies play an important role in raising the quality of the Borough’s
streetscape.” (pg 11. Public Realm Strategy Part 3)
Lighting
Lighting is an important aspect of the proposed public realm design and is used to aid way finding, illuminate key features, activate the space into
the evening and give a distinct character to the site. Lighting is proposed adjacent all seating elements that could be used for sleeping on in order
to deter this and prevent the wider public from being discouraged from using the space.
Lighting can be a deterrent to anti-social behaviour in the evening/night-time, and is fundamental in creating welcoming and safe routes through
the site for the public, especially later at night. Sight-lines and natural surveillance are also an important factor and will be maintained as current
– as there are no structures proposed, other than the café pavilion and performance shelter (which allows sight lines below).
This is supported by the CABE Space publication, ‘Decent Parks? Decent Behaviour?’, which looks at the regeneration of public spaces and parks
suffering with anti-social behaviour related issues (among other things). In all of the case studies lighting is seen as one of the major factors in
deterring anti-social behaviour and also encouraging the public to use the spaces later into the evening.
Maintaining site lines is also mentioned as discouraging anti-social behaviour such as drug dealing/use, which is one of the issues that was raised
at the public consultation.
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4.0 Design Development
4.1 Addressing Anti-Social Behaviour
Street Furniture
Seating is proposed in the form of robust stone and slatted timber with integrated lighting (see lighting above) at key
locations throughout the park and concentrated around the central market square.
Although seating can be seen as a gathering place for groups which facilitate anti-social behaviour it has been shown,

“Approaches that strip public spaces of all features vulnerable to vandalism or misuse actively
discourage local distinctiveness and public amenity.” (pg14. The Social Value of Public Spaces. Joseph Roundtree
Foundation).

We are seeking to enhance the character of the space and improve public amenity, and seating will be a big part of this; to
encourage visitors to the space to stay rather than pass through

Natural Policing/Higher Footfall/Civic Pride
An enhanced and civilized environment generally makes people feel safer and behave in a more responsible and respectful
way. In addition, a ‘zero tolerance policy’ adopted by the management team on vandalism will help engender a sense of
Civic Pride. For instance, prompt repairs, litter pick up, and graffiti removal are signs of an involved and caring community.
The addition of the café pavilion to the North of the site and community pop-up square to the South will increase the
potential for natural surveillance from the public, and also simultaneously increases footfall and visitors to the site. By
filling in the sunken gardens and improving sight lines and removing dense vegetation will also improve the natural
surveillance within the site and combining play with other functions will draw more of the community to the site. Which is
proven to cause a reduction in the anti-social behaviour within public spaces;

“The natural policing that occurred as a result of the higher level of activity has played a major part
in discouraging crime and drug abuse there.” (pg 21. Decent parks? Decent Behaviour?, CABE)
While it may not be possible to design out drug dealing, drinking etc, the increased public presence should help deter these
activities.

Maintenance
The ongoing maintenance of the public realm post completion is important in ensuring its’ success. Quick replacement/
removal of vandalised items, litter, graffiti etc improves the public’s perception of the space in in turn dictates what level of
behaviour will be tolerated;

“The presence of quantities of rubbish, dog dirt, graffiti, broken fences and equipment, nonfunctioning lighting and other signs of bad behaviour shows us that no one is doing anything to
address the damage and abuse. This in turn gives a message to the perpetrators that in this space
the bad behaviour is going to be tolerated, or at the very least, no one is likely to do much to stop
it.” (pg5. Green Spaces, Safer Spaces: Anti-social behaviour in Green Spaces’ Newcastle City Council)
“The research on which this publication is based provides evidence that investing in the design and
care of high quality public places is more effective in tackling anti-social behaviour than the blanket
use of tough security measures” (pg 3. Decent parks? Decent Behaviour?, CABE)
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4.0 Design Development
4.2 Responding to the Feedback
Option 1 was developed as the preferred option - incorporating
feedback from the consultation. Key themes identified from the
public consultation are as follows:

Key Theme: Attenuation Basin
- The area of attenuation takes up too much space within the park
- It is not an appropriate use adjacent the road and takes up valuable
usable space.

Outcome
•
•
•

Reduce the area of attenuation and make this into a seasonal
attenuation basin. I.E. Dry majority of the year.
Incorporate the adventure play area into this to make it more
hardworking and multi-use; increasing the area given over to the
‘green oasis’.
Provide a flexible space to create a destination point at the
Southern end of the park and draw people through the site. It
will allow for pop-up stalls, temporary cafes and exhibitions for
the use of the community (to be developed with local community
groups). This will also increase the community presence within
the park to discourage anti-social behaviour.

Key Theme: Simplified Design
- This end of the park is too fussy and needs more planting
- Too many activities and separate areas
- Too much emphasis on play

Outcome:
•
•

Combined the seasonal attenuation and adventure play into one
area - making a more multi-functional space.
Combined the green oasis, play mounds and senior gym into one
integrated area and increased the area of lawn and planting.

Key Theme: Increased Facilities

Key Theme: Wind Tunnelling

- We would like to see publicly accessible toilets
- The cafe should bring people to the park throughout the day
- Increased A3 usage to facilitate daytime cafe/evening dining

- Concerns over an increase in the wind-tunnel effect
- The reduction in trees will increase wind tunnelling

Outcome:
Outcome:
•
•
•
•

The floor plan of the cafe has been enlarged.
The cafe building will accommodate publicly accessible toilets.
The cafe will have the capability to provide food/drinks into the
evening.
Provide additional space for temporary stalls to the South of the
site.

•

•
•

There are several locations, located on “Emerging Landscape
Masterplan - How the concept has developed” where landform
will be combined with semi-mature tree planting and buffer
vegetation to reduce the win tunnel effect and create sheltered
areas within the park (see below sections)
Semi-mature tree avenues along both roadways
Overall increase in the number of trees.

Key Theme: Play, Children and Safety
- Concerns over children running into the road
- Concerns over the location of play
- Define edges of play to address safety

Outcome:
•
•
•
•

•

The rain gardens already create a green barrier to the edge of the
park with breaks for raised crossing points.
The crossing points act as rumble strips to slow traffic
Areas of planting reduce the roadway to one-way in places to
slow traffic.
The play has been combined with the ‘green oasis’ with planting
to the edges to create a soft boundary to the site - there is no
location where running out from the play area would take you
directly into the roadway.
During the design stage and prior to completion a RoSPA safety
assessment will be carried out to ensure the play areas comply
with British and European Standards.

Sloped vegetation and green buffer mitigates wind tunnel effect adjacent community square
and incorporates seating elements

Tiered planter with integrated amphitheatre seating steps and tree planting provide a wind
buffer adjacent the water play.

Increased area of soft landscape and amenity lawn

Simplified design with play and SUDs integrated to increase usable space

Attenuation basin reduced and community square with pop-up facilities
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4.0 Design Development
4.3 Emerging Landscape Masterplan
Key
Flexible pop-up stall/
exhibition space for
community use
Mounded bank with mature
tree planting and green buffer
to minimalise wind tunnel
effect
Seasonal attenutation area
with integrated adventure
play

Mounded landform for
imaginative play

Integrated trim trail and play
equipment a play ground for
all ages
Swathes of grasses, light
canopy trees and integrated
play

Amenity Lawn and robust
seating elements

Flexible tree lined event
square with seating to edges

Waterplay/fountains square
which can be adapated for
events

Event structure with tiered
amphitheatre style seating

Flexible tree lined event
square with seating to edges

This area has been designed to
accommodate meanwhile and temporary
uses. It has the potential for more formal
structures and buildings in the future as
demand grows and the character of the
destination becomes established.

Cafe terrace with fixed
seating to edges and seating
within
Raised ‘tabletop’ shared
surface crossing points to
slow traffic and ease access
to town
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4.0 Design Development
4.4 Sketch View
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4.0 Design Development
4.5 Emerging Landscape Masterplan - Parking and Access

NOTE: Parking layout and number of bays are subject to detailed survey information, vehicular tracking/access and visibility splays to entrances - to be developed at the next stage

Oversize
parking bays

Disabled
parking bays

Potential for
electric car
charging bays

Standard
parking bays

Extended soft
landscape beds
to slow traffic
flow

tes

u
Pedestrian Ro

tes

‘Tabletop’
raised crossing
points

u
Pedestrian Ro

Rumble strip
thresholds to
slow traffic
flow

ess to
Vehicular Acc
Event Square

Raised crossing
points/speed
bumps to slow
traffic flow

Rain gardens
green buffer to
parking bays

Total: 180 spaces
Breakdown of Provision
Standard Bays: 135
Oversize Spaces: 30
Disabled Bays: 15
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5.0 Design Summary
The Proposals:
Arun District Council (ADC) has been progressing its ambition to create
a major new park for Bognor Regis at Hothamton, engaging a team of
experienced consultants and designers and carrying out a well-attended
public consultation exercise in October 2017.
Hothamton Park will be a new landscaped park in the centre of the town,
incorporating around 200 flexible car parking spaces and replacing the
existing park and surface car parking.
Conceived as an extended continental market square with soft landscaping
and a tree-lined boulevard, a location will be created that will be appealing to
visitors and residents alike throughout the year. It will include a range of new
facilities and host a rolling events programme that together will help bring
seasonal change, variety and animation to this part of Bognor Regis.
Linking the proposed new residential development on its eastern flank with
the town centre to the west, and improving the linkage between the centre and
the seafront, it will significantly improve both security and the environment.
Hothamton Park will be a place where people will be drawn to relax, exercise,
reflect, play, shop, browse, eat or be entertained, offering something to suit
all ages and every mood.

Key Criteria:
A series of key criteria have been agreed which together underpin the
development of the new Hothamton Park master plan;
•

It will have year-round appeal, but with seasonal flexibility

•

It will be an actively managed space that can operate an interesting and
attractive rolling year-round events programme

•
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It will recognise the need to attract and serve local residents and workers
(including those from the new Hothamton residential developments), as
well as day visitors and tourists

•

It should offer reasons to visit for all age groups, (however, some elements
may specifically appeal to particular groups)

•

There should be a focus on the provision of facilities with low maintenance
and low management requirement

•

Solutions proposed should not require disproportionately large capital
investments

•

It should offer a similar amount of car parking to that currently offered at
the location: these should be properly integrated into the soft landscaping

•

The landscape design and the layout of facilities should allow for
considerable flexibility of use to allow a wide range of different events
and activities to take place there

•

It should incorporate opportunities for the establishment of entry level
small businesses, particularly catering and artisan businesses

•

It should provide opportunities for ADC to generate income from the site
(not just from car parking)

•

It should provide reasons to visit morning, afternoon and evening: the
park will be a safe, secure and popular space throughout the day. There
should be no ‘dead areas’ in the design

•

It must be fully accessible to all visitors

•

The design must recognise the need to complement and not compete
with the development of the new St. Regis Centre site and any other
visitor/tourist ‘honeypots’ in Bognor Regis

•

Hothamton will be a dynamic place with a carefully managed programme
of events and activities that will grow and change with time so that it’s
always a place that people will want to visit and revisit

Programme
A combination of landscaping, built facilities and a programme of events will
together create a unique new destination in the centre of Bognor Regis. Key
aspects of the programme will include:
Relaxation
The park will provide a green lung in the town’s centre providing public seating
to encourage people to pause and relax,
Refreshment
Hothamton will feature a great, informal catering offer (one or more
permanent catering outlets), pitched at a level to encourage regular users
and located so as to correspond to key features such as children’s play areas.
Facilities may include a rotunda-style café, as well as more informal street
food stalls & carts.
The food and drink offer should be a reason to visit Hothamton, as well as
offering a great service to the residents of the new residential developments.
Getting this right will animate the site, add value to the housing and make it
more desirable to prospective buyers.
Markets
Core to the success of the location will be a dynamic rolling programme of
regular street markets that offer constant novelty and reasons to patronise
the site. These will take over the space occupied by street parking provision
periodically. Events to include. farmers market, slow food market, craft fairs,
Christmas markets and night time markets, according to season.
Artisan Stalls
Whether part of specific markets or as more permanent facilities, these will
offer opportunities for start-up vendors whose businesses may not yet be
able to secure a permanent lease on a shop, for example.

Music and Cultural Events
There will be provision of a permanent structure (a bandstand for our times) to
host musical events & bands, with the flexibility to accommodate temporary
‘open air’ concerts & small performing arts displays. These may also provide
for art and craft displays & exhibitions.
Art
Permanent public art will be a feature of this park and of the other
developments planned in Bognor Regis, offering space/facility provision for
temporary exhibitions and displays (these might include ‘empty plinths’ to
allow regular updates and ‘Pop up galleries’).
Water Feature
This might be designed as, or integrated into a children’s play feature. It could
have the facility to be enhanced by light/music with programmable linked
feature fountains.
Recreation
Hothamton Park will add new and creative features to supplement existing
facilities in Bognor Regis. These should be free to access, ideally with different
features appealing to different age groups.
They could include boules or pétanque pitch/terrain (allowing development of
a boules leagues), adventure golf, street chess, as well as ‘senior gym’ facilities,
junior/children’s gym facilities, a fitness trail and a jogging trail.
Children’s Play
Children’s play facilities should ideally be located next to the café to allow
the accompanying adults to sit alongside and watch the children play, maybe
while relaxing over a cup of coffee.
This is an ideal way to build regular trade and encourage repeat visits yearround. Play area design should be for the very young to avoid creating a ‘hang
out’ for teenagers!
Water Feature
This might be designed as, or integrated into a children’s play feature. It could
have the facility to be enhanced by light/music with programmable linked
feature fountains.
Other Entertainment
ADC could provide a venue at Hothamton for licensed street entertainers of
all types
Horticultural
Featuring a colonnade of mature trees and innovative soft landscaping
offering seasonal displays. A garden competition venue could be included
(although the latter has been proposed for the Regis Centre site)
Revenue

